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This thesis describes an Investigation of the complex gasm- 

ray spectra accompanying the decay of iridium 192 and iridium 194. 

Precision energy measurements of twenty-one ganm-rays in Ir 192 and 

fourteen gamma-rays in Ir 194 have been made using the 50 e«. double 

focusing beta-ray spectrometer. la addition, the angular correlation 

function for the cascade gaxnaa-rays of Ir 194 has been determined. A 

number of new radiations have been found In each spectrum and decay 

schemes are proposed for each nuclide.
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I PiTRODOCTION

Sine© the diseovei'y of natural radioactivity at the beginning 

of this century, the gamma radiations emitted in the decay of radioactive 

nuclei have been the subject of much study, it is now well known that 

these radiations are produced by transitions between nuclear energy 

states and thus a study of gamma spectra provides direct information 

concerning the excited states of nuclei.

•hile the simpler spectra have bean quit® completely- studied, 

until recently the techniques of measurement have not bean sufficiently 

precise to enable the rather complex spectra associated with, most heavy 

nuclei to be resolved. This thesis deals with, precise measurements of 

the energies and intensities of the ganm-rays emitted in the decay of 

the two iridium, isotopes, 70 day Ir 1S2 and. 19 hr. Ir 194 and decay 

schetraes for each nuclide are proposed in it.

The earliest attempts to measure gamma energies were based on 

their absorption in lead or on a study of the energies of the Compton 

secondaries ejected from. materials exposed to the radiation. Neither 

of these methods are very useful when a complex spectrum of radiations 

is present, 'ith the development of high resolution beta-ray spectro

meters, of moderate or good transmission, it has become possible to 

make vary precis® measurements of gsrana-ray energies by studying the 

photoelectrons ejected by these radiations froa thin metallic foils.

A group at McMaster University has specialized in the techniques 

of this sort of measurement using a large Siegbatin type beta-ray 

spectrometer of radius of curvature 50 cas The author has 

extended these techniques by the use of uranium foils with a consequent

’ I * .
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Increase In detection sensitivity by a factor of 1.5. At the present 

ttee it is \tuite possible to determine the energy of a transition which 

occurs in less than 2 x 10~* quanta per disintegration to within 0.1% 

accuracy.

Whereas it is often possible to propose a decay scheme on the 

basis of energy and intensity measurements alone, it is necessary to 

augment this information if the multipolarities of the gasaa-rays and 

the spins of the states from which they originate are to be found. The 

three methods of making assignments of spin or multipolarity are 

(i) lifetime measurements, Hi) internal conversion measurements and 

(iii) angular correlation measurements. Thia thesis will describe 

angular correlation measurements for Ir 194. It is planned to carry 

out internal conversion measurements on both spectra in the future.

/ •
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This section of the thesis will describe In turn (!) the 

dorelopjnent of thin uraniuci radiators, (ii) the techniques of precision 

gama-ray energy measurements, (iii) the methods of handling large 

garaa sources, (iv) the autoasafcie equipment developed for angular 

correlation measurements and (v) the angular correlation experiments.

(1) The Construction of Vraniua Radiators

In a study of the photoelectrons ejected frosa a thin metallic 

foil, it is important to obtain the Haxizmuu practical yield from the 

source available. This yield determines the lower licit of detection 

of weak radiations and hence the range of application of the method.

The yield of photoelectrons from a foil is directly proportional 

to the intensity of the garaau radiation, the area and thickness of the 

foin and the photoelectric crossection T . It also depends strongly 

upon the source-radiator geometry. The photoelectrons from the front 

face of the foil will emerge with an energy • Sg where % is the 

binding energy of the particular K, L, i’ or W shell of an atom in the 

metallic foil. The electrons from the Interior will be degraded in 

energy as they pass through the radiator. This degration remains 

approximtely constant at about 1 kev. per mga./ea.2 radiator thickness 

in the 0.3 to g Mot. region. Thus, with a radiator of thickness 

t mg./cn:.2 the ejected photoelectrons have a spread In momentum of about, 

t kev. for the region of interest»in this study.

The electron peak focused by the spectrometer will have a 

width determined either by the electron momentum spread or by the

momentum band admitted by the instrument, whichever is larger,
I■ I * ’’b .J
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A radiator of zero thickness would give the ideally shaped electron 

peak but its yield would be zero. Thus, a reasonable caapromlee must 

be achieved between the need for a good photoelectron yield and good 

resolution ia the spectrometer at the particular electron moraentu/s to 

be studied. With the high resolution spectrometer used here, the 

EOBientus spread in the focused image is about O.M of the measured 

momentum. -?qt this instrument, there Is no advantage in using a 

radiator of such thickness that the HO&entu® spread due to degradation 

is over twice this figure. Increasing the radiator thickness beyond 

thia point merely widens the peaks without increasing their heights, 

for coaplex spectra such as those of iridian, this widening causes 

the merging of adjacent peaks and a consequent loss of effective

resolution.

Since the photoelectric erosseetioa T is roughly proportional 

to the fifth power of the atomic number of the radiator metal, it is 

obvious that large yields of these secondary electrons say only be 

obtained with jsiaterlals of high 2. The metals most commonly used in 

xnaking these foils are tin (2 • SO), platinum (2 « 78}, gold (2 ® 79) 

and lead (2 « 82), primarily because of their availability and 

Malleability* Although the photoelectric eroseoction of uranium 

(Z « 92} is 1.8 times that of lead, it has not been generally available 

as a radiator material. The following paragraphs describe the method 

used in making thin uranium foils.

The zanon spreading technique has been described by R. Dodsoni
@t al. (2). The basid principle of this method is as follows: a 

solution of nitrate of the substance to be deposited is mixed with a

http:rr..all�abUi.ty
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dilate solution of zapon lacquer in a suitable solvent. The resulting 

mixture is spread on the foil Woking, allowed to dry and ignited to 

remove organic substances and. to convert the nitrate to oxide.

Yellow uraayl nitrate UOgt^OgJg.SHgO was first dissolved in 

ether and then added to a dilute solution of zapon in acetone. The 

concentration of the sapon solution was not very critical but it was 

found that a IS solution was satisfactory for films up to 0 rag./cm.s 

thieteess while a 5$ solution was needed to provide the bonding 

necessary for thicker films. The concentration of uranium in solution 

must be Rent low if the deposited films are to be of uniform thickness 

7ery low concentrations of the order of 5 rag. of uranyl nitrate par 

ml. of zajjon solution seemed most effective in obtaining satisfactory

radiators.

aluminum foil of 9.8 Bignu/cra.2 thickness and area considerably 

larger than that of the desired radiator was used as the fils backing. 

She solution of uranyl nitrate and zapon was applied to the aluminum 

with a thia brush and allowed to dry. This foil we then flashed by 

placing the alwilii.ua, film up, on a hot plate at dull red heat. The 

yellow nitrate imodlately oxidized to the d&rk black U3OQ and the 

residue was polished with a soft tissue after removal from the plate. 

This procedure was repeated approximately twenty times for each 

raillitprara/'caa.2 thickness of uranium oxide deposited. Yellow flaking 

at this stage indicated too great a concentration of uranyl nitrate

while an excess of greyish ash indicated insufficient dilution of the!
xapon lacquer. Cure was taken to avoid cracking or beading the 

aluminum backing, since it expanded less than the deposited uranium

upon flashing. It «a necessary that the foil surface b© perfectly
* • * . '
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smooth before the application of a fresh, film of the solution. Then 

properly applied, the oxide surface was uniformly coloured.

ifter obtaining a foil of the desired thickness, the most 

uniform area of the deposited film was selected and the 0.8 x 3 cm. 

radiator cut from it. This was titan mounted on a SSO rag./ee.2 

aluminum plate for use in the speetroaeter.

Using the foregoing technique, uranium fo Is fro;* trues amounts 

up to 10 Eg./«a.s my be made. foils of greater thickness appear to 

contain eeaaideWlbXe «B0Uttte of «apon i'ri Liao (>3/5).

figures 1 and 2 illustrate the variations of resolution and 

peak height with different radiator thicknesses fro;. 1.9 to 30.1 tnga./ 

o., at ah eXeetron ■ leatum of KN38.6 JIpe. The peak heights obtained 

are roughly 1.3 times as high as those from lead radiators of the 

same thieknesa. This improvement is somewhat lees than the l.S 

figure expected from the relative photoelectric crossoctions because 

of the organic residue and. oxygen content of the foil.

(ii) Qam»-fiay Energy ord Intensity Measurements

The "spec’-pure" iridium metal used in source preparation was 

obtained frozs Johnson, Matthey and Co., Ltd., and, was of 99.993,5 

tested purity. 'Traces of osmium, platinum, palladium, ruthenium and 

rhodium ware reported as the detected Impurities although none of 

these elements gives rise to activities whose half lives or energies,

known at the present time, could be confused with those studied in
> I,

iridiua. The pure iridlwn aetal has two isotopes of masses 191 and- . *
193 with relative abundances of 38.S> and 61.5'> respectively» Their 

thaxaal neutron crosseetiuas are 1000 and 130 barns, an (n,Y) reaction

http:ir1d11.UJ
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during pile neutron irradiation producing respectively the 70 day 

Ir 192 activity and the 19 hour Ir 194 activity (3).

Three sources were obtained for gom-energy studies after 

irradiation in the Brookhaven pile. The first of these contained 

4,5 agw. of iridium metal sealed in a IS aluminum capsule, the 

metallic powder resting only a few thousandths of an inch from the 

front surface of the capsule. This gave approximately a line source 

of 2 ess. length and 0.1 cm. width. The accompanying source used for 

coincidence studies contained 2,4 sg« of metal in a similar capsule. 

Since Investigations by C. McMullen (4) revealed the presence of 

annihilation radiation associated with the Ou64 impurity in the IS 

aluminum after neutron Irradiation, subsequent sources were sealed in

quarts.

In an attempt to obtain high Ir 194 : Ir 192 activity ratios 

for the study of the heavier isotope, the second and third sources 

used for energy measurements contained 100 mgms. of metal sealed in 

quartz, and were Irradiated only 12 hours in a flux of approximately 

3 x 1012 neutrons/era..2/see. This produced sources for which a 

favourable activity ratio existed for 48 hours after delivery to this 

laboratory.

Saoh of the three sources obtained for spectrometer studies had 

nominal strengths of 750 me. upon shipment from the Brookhaven 

laboratories. Since each was received by air express in laso than 12 

hours time, its effective strength was approximately 500 ac. when 

spectrometer measurements began.

The 1.9 isgm./cai.2, 10.3 lagra./em.2 and 20.1 og./ca.2 uranium

• - •
1
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radiators ware used duriAd the course of the investigation, Scanning 

was carried out in both spectra with the thicker radiators while 

precise aeaaww^auts of the lower energy peaks in each isotope 

necessitated the us© of the 1.9 sag ./cm,2 radiator with its accompanying 

improvement in resolution. Figure ? illustrates the complexity of 

the lower energy region of the Ir 192 external conversion spectrum and 

the need for very high resolution in measuring these peaks or detect

ing the presence of radiations from the Ir 194 isotope.

The irradiated sample was attached to a 1 ga./cm.2 platinum 

plate in order to stop all primary beta particles 2.2 K«v. for 

Ir 194} from reaching the vaftuum chamber. The uranium radiator need 

was then mounted on the front side of the platinum plat© and the unit 

attached to the mounting plate in the spectrometer. Thus, a readily 

reproducible and fixed source-radiator geometry could be maintained 

with successive sources, for the Ir 192 beta particles, 220 agms./ 

cm.8 of aluminum absorber satisfactorily replaced the platinum. with 

greatly deci’easod attenuation of the low energy game-rays.

The beta-ray spectrometer was calibrated before and immediately 

after the investigation of each source, using the photoelectric peaks 

due to conversion of the well known gema-rays of cesium and cobalt 

in uranium. These peaks possess momenta of 3088.6 and 0007.6 Hp 

respectively. The binding energies of the K and L shells necessary 

for calculation of the garssa-ray energies were obtained from the 

tables of critical x-ray absorption energies reported by <1111, Church 

and Mihelich (5).

The magnetic field of the insi.rwr.ent was Measured by means of

- a.-*
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the coabiaatlon of a flip coil positioned in the rsagnet gap and a Leeds 

auui Northrup type R galvanometer of sensitivity 3 x 10”1° amps per m.is. 

deflection, The readings wars aade on a 100 cm. lamp scale at a 

distance of 200 au* fro\ the galvanometer mirror. A five position 

range selector erriteh on the flip coil gave the desired sensitivity 

ovar the aottentwa spectrum studied, all readings being reduced by 

intercalibration factors for comparison with the cobalt 60 calibration 

at 5507.0 Upe for the 1.3325 lev. radiation. Corrections of the order 

of 0.1$ had to be .'iada for non-linearity of the galvanometer scale.

The correction curve calculated by C. C. McJ/alien (4} is presented in

figure 4.

In studying the Xr 194 activity from each source, measurements 

were carried out for a minimum of 48 hours after source arrival, while 

the strong loser energy radiation could b© studied for over twice

this time, leaks measured over such a period gave satisfactoryI
©onfirmatlen of the half-life of decay* After the short lived radiation 

had decayed over ten half-lives, the region studied was scanned once 

more, to check the contributions of the Ir 192 or of any long-lived 

impurities to the region of interest. Since the energy available in 

the 192 decay has been set at 1.58 * 0.03 Kev. (6}, the high energy 

region studied in the Ir 194 isotope (with an available energy of 

3.18 Lev. (7)) is free from extraneous radiations.

The energy measurements we e made by compering the point of

inflection of the high energy edgf of each peak #ith that of the
- i ‘

external conversion peak of the calibration line in cobalt 60. A 

typical peak, that of the 0.4678 Mev. radiation of Ir 192, ia show

http:b.alf-li.te
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In figure 3. Since the electron peeks in the 300 kev. quantum region 

of the Ir 192 spectrum ware not completely resolved, it was necessary 

to use graphical analysis to obtain the separata peaks. This can be 

don® with reasonable confidence since the shape of each peak in this 

region was well known for the radiators used.

In calculating intensities, all peak heights were corrected 

for decay and absorption. This method of analysis provides a check 

on the validity of the half-life assigned to the peak under study. 

Using the Deutsch formula (8) for intensities, and asswaing that the 

aonentun band admitted by the spectrometer is much leas than the 

momentum width of the focused line, the intensity of a gamma-ray Is 

given by the expression

where ”e” is an instrumental constant, "np” is the number of counts 

at the peak, "y” is the photoelectric croosection for a photon of 

that energy, "p” is the aomentua of the monoenergetic photoelectrons 

studied and *p* the ratio of their velocity to that of light. Values 

for T were obtained by extrapolation from the curves given by 

Davisson and Evans (9) for all elements up to Z » 83.

The validity of the Deutsch formula for intensities is some

what AwMful in the high energy region (>1.4 Mev.) for the follow

ing reasons. The assumption is made that the photoelectrons are 

emitted isotropically whereas they are, infact, ejected from the 

radiator strongly in the forward direction. It also assumes that 

the amentum band focused by the instrument is leas than the 

momentum spread of the peak. This assumption becomes less valid as
i. M ♦
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peaks present her®. a 3 curie source was obtained through the courtesy 

of ur, D. C. Brunton of Isotopes Products ltd., Oakville, Ontario.

This necessitated special health safeguards If it was to be used in 

the diegbahn spectrometer. In order to minimize the effects of 

scattered radiations from this source, a lead disc, 2.5 css. thick 

was moulded and machined to fit behind the radiator mounting plate on 

the spectrometer source»holder, with a 0.6x 3 slot in its front 

surface to aeecosodate the aluminum capsule containing the active

this amount of lead reduced the activity by a factor of 40 on the

lead between source and detector minimized the effects of scattered
< >.

radiations on the counting rates and gave satisfactory protection to

film badges throughout the runs, indicated that sources of this

I
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radiation intensity could ba safely studied with the present source 

counting arra;igeaent.

In order to safeguard against serious contamination of the 

instrument, tho source capsule was scaled in place by cementing a 

10 ®@a./@s.2 thick sheet of aluminum foil over the source receptacle 

la the lead disc. Tongs could readily be thrust through thia cover 

wnen removing the capsule and the receptacle decontaminated, if 

necessary, by washing with acetone.

(iv) uxgular Correlation Experiments

A determination of the angular correlation between the

direction of ecdsaion of the first and second gasm-raye of a gasaaa 

cascade can often be need to assign spins to the three nuclear states 

involved in the cascade. Experimentally, thia calls for the measure- 

sent of the amber of coincidences produced by thia cascade as a 

function of the angle © between the two detectors.

The theoretical correlation function may he expressed as

S {©) » 1 + a cos^ © * b cos4 © t ..... (10)

The quantity
W (©) »(©) - 8(90}

11(90} - K chance

is obtained directly from coincidence counting and can b© used to 

determine the parameters a and b of the first expression.

a comparison of the experimental values of these parameters

with those given by Hamilton (11) or Lloyd (is) is often sufficient
. I.

to assign unique values to the spins of the states involved in the*
cascade. When several coapetin? cascades arc present, an interpretation

of the correlation is much more difficult.

http:obtQin.ed
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la these experiments, the detectors consisted of stilbene 

crystals of dimensions 2.5 x 0.7 x 0.7 cm. fastened to 1221 photo- 

miltipliers. The crystals were placed on the arcus of a laboratory 

prism spectroscope at a distance of 9 cans. from the source. The 

irradiated metal to be studied was mounted on the spectrometer axis

in the same horizontal plane as the crystal centres. Each crystal 

and associated 11-21 was wrapped in aluminum foil to exclude light 

and the crystals were further covered with 1 gm./e».2 of lead to 

reduce the contributions of scattered radiations to the chance

coincidence rates.

In five of the seven runs recorded, one counter was covered 

with an additional 15 g»./cx.2 of lead to exclude the strong unwanted 

radiation from Ir 192 in the 300 fcev. region, although this reduced 

the absolute coincidence rate by a factor of more than two, it ensured 

that the greatest contribution to this rate would be from the Ir 194 

decay gaMaa-rays in which coincidences between the high energy 

radiations (**1.46 1'er.) and a low energy gacssa-ray (...027 Eev.) were 

expected.

The source consisted of 0.7 ag. of irradiated iridium metal 

enclosed in a quartz vial 8 long and 1 a.a. crocsection. Count

ing was carried out with consecutive periods of 10 minutes on signal 

and 5 minutes on chance for each angular setting of the detectors. 

Counting for each position at angle © was alternated with counting at 

the 90 degree position. In this way, corrections for ocay were made

unnecessary.

The chief problem faced in studying the angular correlation

http:betwe.an
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of 19 hour Ir 194 activity uas posed by the presence of the 70 day 

Ir 192 radiations. The largest practical source strength for the 

circuit :r<« m a:.rz,tt a .7 . c., (i.e.tJ™ where T represents the
ft I

the resolving tis.e of the circuit), Since the "coincidence-producing* 

gaj«M~rays were expected to occur in about 25$ of the cases (13), a 

ttWM* of ~10 sic. Ir 194 activity was ovtaMt* In order to maintain 

this usable strength over as long a period as possible, a single 0.7 Eg, 

source was used for the first 16 hours of counting and then the source 

strength do ubled by adding a second source of the 3ai;*e size. By 

choosing a 12 hour irradiation in the Brookhaven I’eaetor at a flux of 

3 x XO1^ n/cm.2/aec., it ms possible to begin the experlsent with an 

Ir 194 : Ir 192 ratio of about 11:1. Thia ratio fell with the 19 

hour half-life and gave a suitable counting condition for the Xr 194 

coaponsnt for more than 48 hours. During this time at least throe 

useful runs over a series of six equally spaced angles between 90° 

and 160° were made for each source.

To correct for the Ir 192 contribution to the coincidence

rate, the amsurments were repeated four days later with the circuit 

operating continiously throughout the intervening interval. This 

observed rate was then subtracted fro® the total rates to give the 

Ir 194 component. The correction for Ir 192 coincidences at the 

beginning of the experiment ms about 9$ of the total rate when on® 

counter ms covered with 16 gma./ca*8 of lead and 20$ of the total

rate when both counters were covered with 1 gra./esi.2 of lead. These
- i

contributions increased to approximately 20$ in each ease at the end 

of the run. Drifts in the coincidence circuit over a 7 day period 

were inevitable but sine® these were applied only to the relatively
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snail Ir 193 contribution, the gasra-gaRr® correlation function was 

reasonably mil reproduced ia different runs. Ko correlation function 

was observed for Ir 192, under the conditions of these experiments.

(v) The uitonatie Recording of Ciorreiation oata

although the procedure outlined In section (iv) is satisfactory

it is very time consuming, and a plan of converting this equipment to 

automatic recording was Instituted, by B. J. nonnelly during 1902. The 

aiethods h© devised for recording pulses and introducing the Chance

cable for determinations of Mchance are described In his M.dc. thesis 

(14). ;ith thia unit, the chance cable say be alternately introduced 

into or removed fro® the fast output of one pre-amplifier so that a

continuous record may be obtained of the true and chance coincidences

counted for one position of the scintillation detectors. Such an 

arrangement is quite adequate for runs of long duration.

However, for a rapidly decaying source, e.g., 19 hour Xr 194, 

coincidence measurementa require resetting of the moveable detector at

intervals of a few minutes in order that suitable statistics may be 

obtained for each counting position, /or thisaource, it was found 

that the frequent manual resetting exposed the operator to excessive 

beta and gasxa radiation. It was therefore decided to sake the 

operation sufficiently automatic to requix-e attention only at intervals 

of a few hours, in the manner described below.

The coincidence detectors were clamped to the fixed and
»,

moveable arsis of a small optical sijectro&eter as already described. 

The ’•telescope” area was then driven through a very low ratio gear 

train and slip clutch by a 1/80 horsepower, 60 c/eec. motor. The

P,
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entire unit was mounted on a solid base and could be positioned at will 

with respect to the coincidence circuits. Spring clips mounted on the 

large gear attached to the spectrometer table, controlled the preset 

values of 8, the angle subtended by the detectors at the source.

A schematic diagram of the control unit is shown in figure 5. 

The cam assembly for the timer control unit is driven by a

2 r.p.». motor. Cam a operates a double-pole double-throw micro- 

switch arrangement as illustrated. This serves to rovers© the polarity 

of the field windings in the table motor. Cam B operates a 3.P.8.T. 

micro-switch that is closed a short time after cam C has engaged the 

chance cable relay. In normal operation, tea minutes signal and 

five minutes chance readings are taken on each position, alternately 

switching from 90° to in each IS minute period. Thus, the motor 

field-winding leads are simply reversed in each successive fifteen 

minute interval (Cam A); the chance cable is than eaxei (Cam C) and 

the motor activated so that position switching nay be carried out 

during the "chance1* period (Cam B). Precautions were taken to properly 

ground the motor case and spectrometer table in order to eliminate 

spurious counts introduced while the drive motor ma in operation.

With this equipment, the apparatus required attention only when a new

value of 8 s»s to be selected.

• », i
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Ill A SURVEY OF TBS LITBBATW;

(i) Iridluxs 193

The aosfc recent determinations made on the decay rates of the 

Ir 192 activity indicate « half-life of 74.7 ± 0.3 days. (13, IS, 1®, 

1?.}

The earliest anergy seasuresents reported os this isotope were 

those of Kandeville and fulbright (IS, 19}. The momentum distribution 

of the Compton secondaries arising from the gusasa-rays aaltt'ed in the 

disintegration of Ir 192 after slow neutron irradiation of the 

iridium sample, were studied fey coincidence counting methods with 

a .’magnetic spectrograph. From the end points of the Compton 

distribution so determined, the energies of the gamma-rays involved 

were calculated. Since gamma-rays of energy < 0.5 Kev. could not be 

studied with this instrument, the shape of the Compton distribution tea 

Interpreted as characteristic of a single gamma-ray whose energy, 

calculated from an ead-pt. determination was given as 0.63 ± 0.02 Kev. 

Using the same source on a magnetic lens spectrometer, S. Deutsch (20) 

reported photoelectric lines corresponding to gara-a peaks at 0.307, 

0.46? and 0.603 Mev. These preliminary measurements did not reveal

the great complexity of the gamma-ray spectrum.

The first "precision" measurements ( ~ 2;C accuracy} made on

the Ir 192 gammas were those of P. W. Levy with an 130° beta-ray

spectrometer (21). In this study, 12 conversion lines were measured.
« 1,

All of these wore assigned to the beta decay branch using the K, L*
and K binding energies of platinum for the gamma energy determinations. 

The maximum energy of the spectrum as determined from a Kurie plot

■ • . "J ’
i

• ■ ’ - b
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«8s fixed at 0.6? lev, Conversion lines risked the end point rather 

badly and left open the possibility that the speetrus could contain 

several components of nearly the earn© energy.

In a series of investigations, J. k. Cork (22, 23, 24), 

using photographic detection with a seal-circular focusing magnetic 

spectrometer, measured 45 conversion lines in the beta speotrua and 

used the 2-L-$ differences for tungsten or platinum to identify 17 

separate gamm«~ray energies. These radiations all poeocos energies 

less than 0.650 Kev. a decay scheme incorporating most of the garaeta- 

ray3 observed was proposed.

Due to the considerable disagreement between the results of 

levy (21) and the earlier -measurements of Cork (22), the energy 

region under 300 kev. was studied by Mill and Xeyerhoff (25) using 

a high dispersion 160° photographic beta-ray spectrograph. The five 

strong electron lines in this region (Table IV) were neusurad and 

agro® within 1;* accuracy with the present energy neasureineats of 

improved precision, further work with this instrument was carried 

out by Soboof and Hill (26).

Two investigations of this isotope have been reported in 

references 27 and 28 from the U.3.S.H. The energy measur«©nts of 

Bashilov at al. (8?) were made from internal conversion studies 

while the intensity measurements reported by 3hipnel and Forafontov 

(28) were obtained from a study of the external conversion spectrum.

These determinations are listed In Stable IV.
* I

Kecently, du liond ©t al. (2S) using a curved-crystal gamma- 

ray spectrometer have carried out a series of very precis© gamma 

energy measurements. The energies and intensities of eleven of the

http:allil.ia
http:pcu::ae.sa


strongest lines in the Ir 192 decay process have been determined by 

these workers with an accuracy of 0.01/>. The topological method of 

enumerating these level schemes is described in their paper and the 

resulting energy level schemas proposed for the Ft 192 decay on the 

basis of these deteaainatioae are show in Figure 11. Due to the 

variation in sensitivity of the speotroaeter used with energy, these 

workers feel that the relative intensities of lines having greatly 

different energies may not be reliably compared.

An investigation of ganj«a~ga&m coincidences with a 

scintillation crystal spectrometer carried out by Soulston and Pringle 

(6) led thea to accept Cork*s proposed decay scheme* They found 

evidence for several gama-rays in the 600 to 1200 kev. region which 

were necessary to explain the observed coincidences, and suggested 

the existence of a new level at 1.3S6 Kev. to explain their data. It 

will be seen later that their experiments are consistent with the decay 

schwa® proposed in the present work.

It was mentioned earlier that coincidence experiments revealed 

no strong correlation present in the iridiua 192 spectrum. However, 

work reported by Deutsch and Wright {30}, using a fast coincidence

circuit, suggested the existence of an isomeric state at 0.240 kev. 

of half-life < 3 x 10“® seconds. In the light of the present 

investigation, the significance of these measurements is not clear.

Thus, a survey of the literature of Ir 192 (Table TV) reveals

a series of energy measurements which agree well for energies<600 kev.I
and only on© investigation (6) of the high energy region. The reported 

intensity measurements are, however, in very poor agreement, indicating

- I*
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the need for further study. In Table IV, the results of these group® 

of workers are compared with the neasurextents obtained in the present 

investigation.

(ill Iridium 194

The difficulties involved in attempting to study the radiations 

emitted in the decay of iridium 194 following an (n,Y) reaction in 

iridium metal are evidenced by the assail number of investigations carried 

out on this isotope, .us sources of very high specific activity are 

now available with improved pile neutron flux densities, the procure

ment oi’ good Xr 194 gamma sources for study hus been somewhat facilitated.

Early Investigations by G. K. H'ichter (?J, using a adenoidal 

beta-ray spectrometer of resolution ^6.1* with a cyclotron produced 

source, gave an end-pt. determination of 2.18 * 0,04 m@v. The shape of 

the beta-spectrur.i indicated a complex decay scheme as did the plotted

'Fermi and Kurie curves. The half-life was measured at 19.5 hours in

this study and the sieaeuraments made indicated only on© weak lower 

energy group with an end-point at approximately 0.600 K©v.

absorption measurements of the Ir 194 radiations made by Goodman 

and fool (13) indicated a beta end-point at 2.0? lev. with gamtia 

radiations of energy 1.65 Bov, and 0.38 lev, On the basis of the 

scheme proposed here, approximately 80;9 of the disintegrations took 

place by the direct eta transition to the ground state of stable

T't 194. a half-life of 19.0 1 0.2 hour® for this Isotope was obtained
- ».

from this investigation. This value has been used for decay corrections

in the pi’esent work.

Trom coincidence absorption experiments, handeville and Seherb (31



found a gaj«sa-ray of energy 1*43 Sev, which was In c.scade s ith a low 

energy game-ray. The end-point of the low energy beta group ms 

estimated to be 0.43 M©y. Spec troia® ter measurements carried out by 

Caldwell (32) indicated there were no conversion electrons of energy

less than 0*273 Mev. in Ir 194.

Using the ghoto-disintegration of beryllium and deuterium as 

threshold detectors of high energy gam radiation, P. R. -ilson (33) 

showed that the nus-her of gasaaa quanta per disintegration, with energyX
greater than 1.7 Mev. is 1.4 x IO”0, whereas the number with energy 

greater than 2.3 Mev, is 2 x 10“6.

The only precision game energy measurement available in the 

literature is that reported by Cork (23) who gives 0,3273 Mwv. for the 

low energy radiation in Ir 194.

The contradictions presented by the results quoted above 

suggested the need for a careful re-investigation of the entire 

spectrum. On the basis of the rather poorly established decay scheme 

suggested by the above experiments, angular correlation aeasureraents 

of the 1.4 - 0.328 lev. cascade have bean carried out by Whittle and 

Taetraa (34) and Krauahaar and Goldhaber (33), who both assigned spine 

2 - 2 - 0 to the three levels involved.

> », 
I
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XV aXPigOKWAl RESULTS

(i) Iridian 192

Using the three sealed game sources of the type described 

earlier, a detailed study of the energies of the gama-rays associated 

with the 70 day activity ws iaad«, using the Siegbahn spectrometer.

With the first source of 745 ®.c. Xr 192 activity, measurements were 

made up to 0.600 lev., scanning this region first, with the 10.3 xag./em.2 

and then with the 1.9 ng ./cm.2 uranium radiator. The reproducibility of 

sane of these jneasurements and those made using subsequent sources is

illustrated in Table 1.

TABLE I

HOMINAL
SCOT
MSV.

SOURCE 1 SOURCE 8 SOURCE 3

Run X Run g Run 1 Run 2 Sun 1 Run 2 Run 3
ag./<sa.2
«KR 10.3 10.3 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9

0.295 .2953 .2955 .2950 .2951 .2952 - -

0.308 .3081 .3085 .3077 «*» .3077 .3077 .3077

0.3X6 .3162 .3165 .3165 .3165 .3159 .3182 .3162

0.468 .4678 .4680 .4679 .4680 .4677 ,4677 ♦ 4874

0,485 .4859 .4843 .4839 «*»• .4860 .4862 4*

It is seen that the deviations between runs fall within the

expected limit of 0.1 percent {2 111)). Since all energy measurements

were made froa the external conversion peaks in uranium, photoelectrons 
■

arising froa the K shell possessed an energy of h*'- 11b.04 kev. (5). 

Thus, for the 0.136 lev. gama-ray, listed by other workers, photo

electrons of only 21 kev. energy were ejected froa the radiator.

• ■ w' ,;U
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Scattering within the coincidence counter and absorption by the 

gOO/^gm./csi.2 plastic counter window was serious at this energy so that 

no accurate measurement of this peak was possible although the peak

was observed.

This region was also explored with a 1.9 agm./ca.2 radiator 

using sources /2 and ,-;3 which contained about SO ®e. of irldiun 198 

activity. Some of these measurements are tabulated in Table 1.

Since the results of Houlston and Pringle (6) and of BashilovX
et al. (87) had given indications of the presence of very weak high 

energy radiations, a 3 curie source was obtained to Investigate this 

region with the hop® of securing precision energy measurements of these 

gamca-rays. The 0.8854 &ev. peak observed, using this source, 

appeared as a relatively strong line (320 particles/ain.) and accurate 

measurements were also obtained for four other much weaker radiations.

In all, the energies of SO separate gamma-rays were obtained from K 

conversion peak© in uranium. The results of these experiments are

shown in Table II.

i,
i



ii mgy ygASoaaKms in zaaw isa

I'SAN ft,» 
MW.

msot JSUTIVS
INWSXTY

0,1598 ± .0020 

0.1731 £ .0020 

0.2059 t ,0015 

0,2814 £ .0010 

0.2952 * .0001 

0,3079 £ .0001 

0.3163 - .0001 

0.3759 £ .0015 

0.4308 £ .0025 

0.4-386 * .0020

1.2 0.4678 ± ,0003 100.

1.6 0.4854 £ .0004 5.1

3.2 0.5894 i ,0005 7.5
$ 0 <& •«» 0.6049 £ .0005 11.4

66.7 0.6133 i ,0010 7.8

72.2 0.7452 £ .0005 •04

.90, 0.7831 £ .0005 .04

2.4 0.8854 £ .0009 .70

6.7 1,0617 £ .0030 ,13

2.1 1.156? £ .0030 .05

The quoted errors represent the standard deviations in the means of 

several determinations. Were only one measurement was made, the 

error has been arbitrarily set at 0.1,4. Relative intensities are 

calculated with the Deutsch formula (see 2 (ii)}, using the 0.4678 Mev 

ga«a»r®y normalized to the value 100. This radiation was selected as 

a standard because its K peak was clearly separated from all other 

peaks in the spectrum (see Figure 3). However, it will be seen later 

that a gamma-ray of the sane energy exists in Ir 194 so all Ir 192 

measurements were made for this study after this short lived activity 

had disappeared. The seven measurements made on this peak all agree
. i

well within the expected accuracy and suggest the usefulness of this 

radiation as a secondary calibration standard, using the value quoted 

by du • ond at al. of 487.984 - 0.061 kev. The intensity maasureEtent
I

’ i * .

. |.-v



of tho 0.3163 lev, ganma-ruy ia of doubtful reliability, as the peak 

counting rates for this radiation were of the order of 104 particles 

per Kiinufe and a study of the counting losses expected. with the 

detector used has not as yet bean Made. .

(li) Iridium 194

Measurement® carried out on two strong gamma sources of about 

750 na. Ir 194 activity using the 80 Mg./cm.8 radiator revealed the 

presence of a complex gamma spectrum in the energy region above 1 Bev. 

(see figures 9 and 10). Ths radiations Measured are listed la Table III 

with their associated mean deviation® and relative intensities. In

this spectra®, the relative intensity calculations were referred to the 

well defined I peak of the 1.4648 Mev. gasasa-ray.

I* BLK III MSEi.'HJRWWTf? Ill IHIDIlh’ 194

saw gabu ffigsGY 
. ... , MF,. .. .

MLtTira
■

0.2925 * 0.0015 44.7
0.3276 * 0.0001 318.6
0.466 £ 0.002 45.0
0.491 £ 0.002 9.0
1.1487 £ 0.0002 26.9
1.1805 £ 0.0003 15.7
1.2159 £ 0.0003 3.0
1.3391 £ 0.0008 3.5
1.4648 £ 0.0007 10.0
1.5079 £ 0.0007* * » 3.2
1.6168 * 0.0013 2,9
1.6664 £ 0.003 0.90
1.8016 £ 0.0021 2.4
2.1079 £ 0.003 0.60

http:ntenstti.es
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The K peak for the 0.2325 Kev. radiation w® not completely 

resolved from the peak of the 0.2S52 Mev. Ir 192 gasw-rey. However, 

by subtraction of the Ir 1S2 spectrum in this region it ws possible 

to get a good measurement of both its energy and intensity. Siailarly,

the measurements of the 0.466 and 0.491 lev. radiations were made

difficult by the presence of the 0.4678 and 0.4854 Kev. gassua-rays in 

Ir 192 which strongly masked. their presence. Since the former peaks 

were weaker, the subtraction process was not as successful giving 

poorer accuracy in the energies calculated.

For the region below 0.5 Mev., the 1.9 Eg./cm.2 radiator was 

used. The relative Intensities for the four gaaaa-rays in thia region 

were related to those obtained with the 20 jog./cm.2 radiator in the

high energy region through the 0.3876 Kev. gassa-ray which was measured 

under both conditions (see Figure 6). For this radiation, both the 

1.9 and the 20 rog./cm.2 radiator satisfied the condition of the 

Deutsch formula.

*&.© details of the angular correlation experiment carried out 

in Ir 194 have been puite completely described in an earlier section.

In studying only the one 0.9 Bga. source, about 4000 coincidence counts 

were obtained for each position of ft, while with the two 0.7 mg®, 

sources in the second experiment, approximately 10,000 coincidence 

counts for each position, were recorded. The saw correlation 

function was obtained in both cases and the results are presented in

Figure 14. » *, i

J
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TABLiS IV OF w IB 193 GAm-BAl WBST Wg. j^ORgM WTS

NOMINAL
•ffliSBSJr
w.

SCHOO* 
& HILL 

(26)

EAaiX’LOV
IT AL.
(27)

SHXrtSL
sr al. 

... (s?J..

S .1 . COHE

.......1231.

Du MONO
ffl AL. 
-(291 .

NaBLO Kj/AK &
THOMPSON 

.^13S1 -

0,136 0.137 0.137 0.1359 0.1363 w 0.1365
0.156 0.136 * 0,1595 0.1577
0,173 « * 0.173 w 0.1731, -*
0.201* * 0.202 0.8011 0.2013 i.j. •
0.206+ Oeioe 0.207 0.207 0.2057 0.2037 0.2059 0.2054
0.281+ 0.277 0.283 • 0.2814 " 0.2818
0.235 0+S95 0.296 0.396 0.2949 0,2959 0,2953 0,2957
0.308 0*306 0.309 0.308 0.3077 0.3085 0.3079 •
0,316 0,517 0.317 0.315 0.3161 0.3165 0.3163 0.3160
0.376 we » w 0.3759 e.
0.401 0.401 0.401 0.400 _ sjojt 0.4010
0.417 0.420 0.417 0•4151 •w * 0.4155
0.431 «• 0.432 • «w 0.4308 «Mk
0.438 • 0.440 * 0.438 0.4388 0.4355
0.468 0.468 0.468 0.467 0.4674 0.4680 0.467S 0,467
0.485* 0.488 0.488 0.478 0.484 0,4848 0,4854 4Mk>
0.589 0.592 0.590 0.586 0.5886 0.5884 0.5894 0.588
0.604 0.S07 0.605 0.606 0.6037 0.6045 0,6049 a*
0,613 0,615 0.613 0.614 0.6112 0.6129 0.6133 0.612
0,745 0.7452 0.765
0.783 0.7831 -
0.085 0.880 0.8854 •
1.062 1,0617 •
1.157 1.1567 1.133

* The absence of these measurements is explained in section 4.

+*Due to the very strong L shell photoelectron peaks produced in uranium by 
the 0.308 and 0.316 lev. radiations, these weak peaks were iMsked and could 
not be accurately measured.

+ These radiations are assigned to the £ Capture branch from the results of 
Cork et al.

* ». 
i
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V XKTmPBSTAnC^ Off RS3O.TS

(i) Iridium 192

Table IV presents a cotaparison between the aaasur«rs@nta reported 

here and those given by a number of other workers for the energies of 

the Ir 192 radiations. The excellent agreement between the present

value® and the more accurate determinations of du Mend et al. for the

strong lines in the spectrum is gratifying. It also gives support for 

the Halts of error quoted for the weaker lines measured in this work. 

Although these gatcsa-raye have not been observed by any other workers,

some evidence for their existence is found in the coincidence

©easurwneate of Houlston and Pringle who require such radiations to 

interpret their observations.

fean and Thompson (36) have studied the internal conversion

linos following the decay process of Au 192, which leads only to
1

excited states in It 122. Since the beta deeay of Ir 192 leads to 

these excited states as well, it sight be expected that many of the 

ganuua-rays appearing in the K-Capture decay of ,»u 192 would be the 

same aa those observed in the |T decay of Ir 192. Therefore, the 

results of the experiments of ;2wan and Thompson are presented in 

column 8 of Table IV. It is evident that there is generally good 

correspondence between the lines found by them and those reported in 

this study, (column 7).

Since Ir 192 decays both by E-Capture to Os 192 and by p~
» I.

emission to It 192, the energy of a gama-ray cannot be computed from 

its internal conversion line in experiments such as those of Cork, 

until a decision has been made aa to whether the platinum or osmium

http:energ1.es
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binding energy is to be used. If the lines corresponding to conversion 

in each of the £, h, and M shells are found, this can b® don® with 

confidence, but for many of the weaker lines a unique choice is impossible. 

Both the present aeasuraiaents and those of du lend involved no 

uncertainty of this sort so that when Cork’s energies are found to 

agree with these, the assignment made by hia is presumably correct.

However, all radiations assigned to X-Capture in iridium 192 should 

be Kissing fro.a the measurements of iSwn and Thompson. i?ram this 

argument, it is clear that the 0.2013 and the 0.4834 Mev. radiations 

fall in the X-Gapture branch. The 0.2059 Mev. radiation vwuld be also 

assigned in this manner from a comparison of Cork’s results with those 

of du Mond and of this investigation but its presence in Swan’s data 

conflicts with this assignment. Either Cork or Swan’s measurements 

are in error or radiation of this energy is present in both branches.

The 0.2614 and 0.287 Mev. radiations given in column 7 of 

Table XV require discussion. In the present measurements, the £ peak 

for the latter energy fell on the low energy edge of the very strong 

£ peak from the 0.295 Mev. gama-ray. Hence, its energy and intensity

are both somewhat in doubt. Cork’s value of 0.283 lev. was based on 

the conversion of the radiation in osmium; had he placed it in the fT 

branch, the energy of this ga««a-ray would have been 0.288 lev. Thus, 

Cork’s line at 0.283 Mev. my actually correspond to the 0.287 Mev. 

line observed in this work, while the 0.2814 Mev. line my not have

been sufficiently converted for observation in Cork’s experiment.
- (

In the light of this evidence and the measurements reported 

frosi this work, it appears that Cork’s proposed decay scheme for the 

K.»Capture branch is not valid. It has not been possible to suggest

http:app&a.rs
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an alternative scheme from the results of these experiments.

fable V gives the intensities reported by five recent studies

of the ir 198 decay for the ten strongest gaaua-rays in the low energy 

region. All intensities are normalised. to the 0.4678 Mw. line. Good, 

agreement is noted between the intensity figures reported in this 

study (Table II) and those given by Shlpnel at al. (28). Du Fond and

TABLIS V A OOKPiuilSON .01’ W XR 192 G^i-gAY WBNSXTY FfcSURWSKTS

.ToSSyT
ffiSRGY
w.

du kca©
OT AU

(29)

SCHOO?
& HILL 

..... (26).....

SHXFKSL 
2T AU

(28L

J.U FOLKS®

im

NASLO

0.136 1.3 80

0.206 2.5 6.7 3.1 3.2

0.393 127 47 62 SO 67

0.308 183 20 68 55 72

0.316 330 i 133 77 no 190

0.467 100 100 100 100 100

0.485 3.7 <13 4.6 5.1

0.589 3.7 <80 7.7 10 7.5

0.604 4.7 27 13

30

11.4

0,613 1.7 87 4.6 7,8

his oo-workers suggest that the poor agre@se.at of their line intensities

with those of other workers may be due, in part, to the variation of
-

sensitivity with energy of the crystal spectrometer they used.

The decay scheme originally proposed by Cork has been substantiated

by the Beasureeeats of du Bond and those of thia investigation. However,
I' 5 *
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ta© ja@aeur«E@nts of tao energies of the yak gaWM® in the high 

energy region has .rade it possible to put Cork’s cecay scheme to a 

meh mora critical test and also to establish a naw level at 1.139?

Mot. in addition, these experiments confirm the existence of th© 

level at 1.389 lev. which was required by Houlston and Pringle to

account for their results.

The decay scheae pi*oposed in this investigation is shown in 

figure 18. It involves th© following levels:

(0) th© ground state u> 0.9210 lev

(1) 0.3185 Mev. (8) 1.1597 Mot

(2) 0.612S Mev. (6) 1.2023 Mev

(3) 0.7844 Mev. (?) 1.3898 »«v

*

♦

♦

♦

A

♦ I, I



TaSW VI mtST LfeTSL ygTOBG JOK IBS PWaY 3CBM Ol‘ IR 198

filSSiUl, Wr.,L 
GMi 313 aOY

'iss'i&so
TsumTioa

calchl.tkd
\LSKG¥

«oa
(W»u. - CALS.)

^-O.lSSS 4-3 ' 0.1366 -.0003
a0.1S98 7-6 0.1569 +.0026
0.1731 3-2 0.1718 +.0016

1**0.2013 7-5 0.2085 -.0012
*0.2039 & Capture A
*0.2814 8-4 0.2818 +.0001

0.2952 2-1 0.2964 -.0018
0.3079 4-2 0.3081 -.0002
0.3163 1-0 0.3165 -.0008
0.8759 5 - 3 0.0783 +.0006

30. U? 6-3 0.4179 -.001
0.4308 - - -
0.4.586 7-4 0.4382 +.0004
0.4678 3 — 1 0.4679 -.0001
0.4804 K. Capture
0.8894 8-2 0.58S4 .0000
0.6049 4-1 0.6048 +.0004
0.6133 2-0 0.6129 +.0004
0,7458 ; 7 - 2 0.7461 -.0009
0.7831 3-0 0.7844 -.0015
0.8884 6-1 0.8858 -.0004
1.0617 - a* -
1.1567 8*0 1.1597 -.0030

1 These are amswrmeats given by du Kond (see Table IV).

3 The probable error in this jseasureseat is set at -.008 
Mev. (see Table IV).

* Augments concerning the assignments of these gama-rays 
are given in Section V.

3 This ia the energy given by V. 8. Shipnel et al. for 
this radiation (see Table IV).

< i, i
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Table VI shows the transition assignment for each of the gaiaaa-rsys 

and the difference between the measured value and the energy calculated 

fro®, the levels of the decay scheme. Only two of the twenty-three

lines observed are not classified. The difference between the

experimental and calculated values ia, in general, loss than 1 kev.

It has been established that the jT end-point is at 0.67 lev.

and Soulston and Pringle showed that the total transition energy is 

about 1.58 Mev. Hence, it can be assumed that there are no beta 

transitions to levels 0, 1 or 2. The algebraic saa of the intensities 

of the gamma-rays involving levels 1 and 2 should therefore be zero 

while the sum for level 0 should correspond to the total probability 

of beta decay, An examination of these sums in the proposed, decay 

schema shows that the ground state transition involves an intensity 

of 198 while the algebraic ewe for levels 1 and 2 are respectively 

19 and 6. Under the assumption that the probability of p“ decay is 

represented by the intensity figure of 198, the values 19 and 6 

represent errors of 5% and 4,i respectively in the intensity measure

ments. It may therefore be assumed that no beta transitions go to the 

0, 1 or 2 levels.

For the levels 3, 4, 3, 6 and 7, similar arguments show that 

the relative intensities of the beta transitions to these states are

represented by 39 - 8, 140 - 7, 2.1 - 0.1, 10.4 - 0.6 and 3.6 - 0.2
, .... . . . A, .respectively. The sun of the beta intensity measurements is 1S5 u is 

which is in excellent agreement with the figure 198 obtained fro® ground 

state considerations. It may therefore be said that the intensity 

maaurementa provide excellent support for the proposed decay aehe»e.

I
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Prom the relative intensities of the beta-groups it is possible 

to determine the log ft values for transitions from Ir 192 to each of 

the seven levels in it 192, using the half-life of 74 days, i.e.,

6.4 x 10® sac. fro® the intensities quoted in the last paragraph, it 

would appear that 20/5 of the transitions proceed to level 3. This 

would indicate that the ground state of Ir 192 lies at 0.78 + 0.67 ® 

1*46 lie® above th® ground state of Pt 192. .Earlier workers have 

assumed that the 0.67 kev. beta group fed level 4 at 0.93 lev. which 

gives 1.59 Mev. for th© Ir 192 - Pt 198 energy difference. The log ft 

values as computed for both possibilities together with the beta 

branching ratios are given la Table VII.

‘WtBLS VII

awnr
LWIX-
KDMBdR

bsta iotBiiw
TO laCfl LOTL

LOO ft
IR 192-PT 192 

« 1.45 MSV.

wb ft
IR 192-PT 193 

“ 1.59 W.

0 < ►£ 1 >11.6 >11.5

1 <.l >10.S >10.1

2 <.03 >10.3 >10.1

3 0.80 9.2 8.9

4? 0.71 8.3 8.0

5 0.01 9.2 8.9

6 0.062 9.3 8.0

7 0.018 8.2 7.2

- I
from thia table, it would appear that either alternative is 

acceptable on the basis of ft values since the upper levels have ft
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values appropriate to allowed or first forbidden transitions (37). The 

intensities of the beta transitions to levels 0, 1 and g are probably 

much lower than the estimates baaed on the gar-fia-intensities given in 

Table VII. These high energy groups would, have been detected by 

earlier workers, even if they represented only one percent of the 

0.67 Mev. group.

Since the 0.3165 Mev. level represents the first excited state 

of Pt 198, it almost certainly has spin two and even parity (39). TheX
fast that no 3“ transitions to this level occur, indicates thatthe 

spin of Ir 198 must be at least four. It is therefore reasonably 

cex'tain that the spin of level 2 is not greater than two, while the 

spins of the upper levels 3 and 4 are probably either three or four.

The fact that a weak transition exists between levels 3 and 0 indicates

the choice of spin three for level 3 while the absence of the

transition from level 4 to the ground state suggests a spin four for 

this upper level. The excited state 6 with transitions to the ground 

state and to level 3 necessitates a lower spin, probably two, with no 

direct (T transition to this level. (The gaaiaa-ray intensities are 

not of sufficient accuracy to decide this point.) This assumption of 

a spin of two for level 5 requires the presence of a 43 kev. gamma-ray, 

feeding it from level 6. Ko measurements in this region are available. 

For both levels 6 and 7, the direct transitions to the ground state 

are missing* indicating that they fall into the group with higher spins,

probably three or four. It must he admitted that this discussion
. i

represents no more than speculation. However, with a decay scheme 

available, it Is now important to measure the internal conversion

coefficients of the stronger gamma-rays. The interpretation of these
/!’ ( *

• ■ H



coefficients should be sufficient to settle the spins of most of these

levels.

(ii) Iridium 194

Since no precision energy measurements of the Ir 194 spectrum 

have been reported except Cork’s value of G.15275 Kev. for the strongest 

radiation, little support tmy be expected from the literature for the 

contents of Table III. This table gives the energies and intensities 

of ten gawa-rays above 1 B'.ev. and four in the 0.3 to 0.5 lev', range. 

a complete exploration of the range below 1 lev. has not yet been made 

so this list is probably quite incomplete.

The most striking disagreement between these results and the

evidence in the literature concerns the relative intensities of the 

0.3276 Mev. and 1.4 Mev. radiations. hraushaar and Goldhaber (35),

on the basis of scintillation spectrometer observations, state that
i

these radiations are of roughly equal intensity but give co details 

of their experiment. The present work shows that the intensity of

the 0.3276 Kev, gamma-ray is twenty-five times as great as the sum of 

the intensities of the 1.46 and 1.51 Mev. gamma-rays. If© explanation 

of this discrepancy is evident.

Steffen (38) has studied the K-Capture process in .u 194 

which leads to It 194 and reports gamma-raya of the following energies 

and intensities: 0.291 lev. (2.5), 0.328 lev. (2.0), 0.466 Mev. (weak),

1.48 Mev. (2.3) and 2.1 Mev. (1), These energies were obtained fro®
> I.

internal conversion lines, and the intensities fro®, the analysis of a 

lead absorption curve. These radiations were all found in the present 

investigation with general agreement as to intensities except, again,
■J

M * .
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for the 0.328 Mev* line. This difference is not, perhaps, surprising

since the intensities of the gas^M-rays ia the au 194 decay may be 

expected to differ from those in Ir 194.

The total intensity of the ga®fa-ray® of energy above 1.7 lev. 

obtained in this work is 2 x 10“3 photons per disintegration, in good 

agreement with Wilson’s figure of 1.4 x IO"3 (33).

Sven with a partial knowledge of the gaiiusa spectrum, it has 

been possible to fit thirteen of the fourteen measured gassma-rays into 

a decay seams involving the eight excited states show in S'igur® 13. 

This scheme resembles that proposed by Kandevllle and Seherb (31) only 

in the assignment of the level at 0.3278 Kev. as the first excited 

state (39). The only line not placed in the proposed scheme is the 

1.4648 Kev. radiation which is the strongest radiation of energy 

greater than 1.2 sev. Its value is 9 kev. too low to be the transition 

between the 1.8016 ana the 0.3276 Kev. levels, as assigned by earlier 

workers. It probably represents a transition to one of the three 

lowest level® in the decay schema, for which the cross-over gamma-ray

is too weak to have been detected.

At the present time, it is impossible to interpret the 

angular correlation, data presented in an earlier section of this thesis. 

They are in reasonable agreement with the similar measurements of 

Whittle and Jastran (34) and of Kraushaar and Goldhaber (33). Their 

interpretation of their experiments would seem to be incorrect on the 

basis of the proposed decay scheme shown here.

further experiments on the beta spectrum as well as an extension 

of these gams-ray energy measurements are planned for the immediate

future.
<1.
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